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Boston Scientific Employees
and Visitors Use SPREO to Navigate
their Multi-national Campuses

Quick Facts
• Large-scale campuses
spanning over 1,400,000 sq.
ft. across 40 countries
• More than 27,000
employees
• Integration between SPREO
and Microsoft exchange and
Microsoft Office 365
scheduling system

BSC Compass Connect App
• Indoor navigation/wayfinding
• Meeting room booking
• Location sharing

Main Benefits
• Improved productivity and
time saving on searching for
a meeting room
• Increased engagement and
collaboration between
employees
• Improve utilization of
meeting rooms and
hot desking

As a global organization with over 27,000 employees
across 40 countries, Boston Scientific needed to find a way
to help employees and visitors navigate around their vast
campuses. This solution was important not only because it
would make them feel oriented wherever they are, it would
save a tremendous amount of time searching for meeting
rooms, huddle spots and workstations.

BSC Compass Connect –
Employee App with Indoor
Navigation
Based on its white-label app, SPREO has
Scientific, called BSC Compass Connect. The app
uses SPREO’s indoor navigation technology to
navigate employees in real-time around its large
campuses to conference and huddle rooms,
offices, cubicles, and on-site services, like
cafeterias, e-services bars, gym and credit union.
The innovative app combines comprehensive
indoor mapping with “blue-dot” wayfinding
capabilities, preventing employees from wasting
time when they get lost on their own campus or
when visiting other campuses, while ensuring they
always arrive to meetings on time.

Enhanced Collaboration with Location
Sharing
The app also offers a collaborative location sharing
feature that allows employees to make their
location visible so colleagues in the vicinity can
easily find each other and meet. The location
sharing solution is based on the combination of
SPREO’s location and mapping technology and
Microsoft Office 365, Microsoft Exchange, and
Active Directory features, including the ability to
present the user’s details and avatar image.
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developed a custom employee app for Boston

Conference and Huddle Room Booking
Boston Scientific uses Microsoft Exchange and Microsoft Office 365
scheduling features to manage the scheduling of its meeting rooms.
SPREO’s available integration with Microsoft Exchange and Microsoft
Office 365 meant that they could still use the Outlook scheduling
system to view and book conference room availability, only now it is
enhanced with the following:
• Map-based resource availability – using the app or through a
web-browser, users can view the meeting rooms’ availability on an
indoor map.
• Detailed meeting room specifications – additional details include the
number of people that can be accommodated, the room’s resources
(e.g. projector, screen, white board, etc.), its availability schedule, and
optionally a picture of the meeting room.
• One-click booking – once the desired meeting room is found, it can be booked with a single click.
• Invite attendees - as part of the meeting room booking, the user can invite attendees to the meeting. The
attendees will receive a notification on the map and/or through email.
• Navigation - both the meeting organizer and the attendees can easily find their way to the meeting using
the interactive map and indoor navigation features.

SPREO – Microsoft Exchange and Microsoft Office 365 Integration
Spreo offers organizations using Microsoft Exchange and Microsoft Office 365’s
scheduling features an existing integration that allows visualization and booking of
the resources (e.g. meeting rooms, workstations, etc.) on a map as well as convenient
indoor navigation to the resource.
The existing integration shortens deployment time, leverages existing infrastructure,
and maintains the same familiar systems.

